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Abstract:
Many material and electronic properties of systems depend on the atomic conﬁguration at the surface.
This problem can be viewed as a mixed variable optimization problem for the chemical identity of the
atoms as well as their spatial coordinates. One common technique used for determining surface
structures is based on solving an inverse problem to match some known data. An example arises in the
determination of nanostructures where a technique known as low energy electron diffraction (LEED)
method is used. We will describe the use of pattern search methods and simpliﬁed physics surrogates for
determining the surface structure of nanosystems. The pattern search methods have the property of being
able to handle both continuous and categorical variables, which allows the simultaneous optimization of
the atomic coordinates as well as the chemical identity.
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Meza’s own research interests include applied mathematics and computer science with an eye toward
computational research, including nonlinear optimization and parallel computing methods. He has also
done work on a variety of other scientific applications, such as scalable methods for nanoscience, power
grid reliability, molecular conformation problems, optimal design of chemical vapor deposition
furnaces, and semiconductor device modeling.
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